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Abstract
This paper proposes a technique for recovering 3-D wide
range human motions employing a set of uncaliblated mobile cameras. This paper also claims availability of such
3-D recovery in analyzing human motions. Three video
cameras mounted on a mobile frame track and capture a
human motion in a large field from three different directions. Feature points on the subject are registered in a
measurement matrix. Since the frame motion contains rotation, the obtained measurement matrix is not a full matrix.
The matrix is transformed into a full matrix by taking account of relative relation between the subject and the
mobile frame. The 3-D coordinates of feature points on the
subject are calculated by factorization with every sample
time. Using the proposed technique. several wide range
human motions recover in a 3-D way. Analysis of the motions shows significance of the technique.
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Introduction

A motion capture technique is becoming more and more
important, since it has large application fields mainly related to modeling human motions such as 3-D human
characters producing in video games or in a virtual reality
space, and to analyzing human motions such as form
analysis in various sports.
A motion capture system with magnetic sensors realizes
real time motion recovery. It restricts motion of the subject.
however, since one should remain in a limited magnetic
field. This technique is therefore not applicable to recovery
of a wide range motion. Stereo vision [I] is another established technique for performing such motion recovery. It
always necessitates calibration of the employed fixed cameras before taking video streams. This makes the technique
difficult in recovering wide range motions. since there is no
way of calibrating arbitrarily moving stereo cameras. Tan
at el. [2,3] propose an optical 3-D motion recovery technique based on more than three uncalibrated fixed cameras.
This technique is employable in any place, only if one can
take at least three image streams of the subject from different views. Having escaped from camera calibration, it
still suffers from fixed cameras when one wants apply it to
the recovery of wide range motions.
In the present paper, we propose a technique for
achieving 3-D recovery of wide range human motions employing a mobile set of cameras. The similar recovery
system has not yet been proposed to date. The technique
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will surely be introduced in broader areas having interests
in 3-D human motion modeling. Using the proposed technique, 8 human wide range motions recovered their 3-D
motions :uccessfully in the performed experiment.
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Recovering Wide Range Human Motions

A subject 0 in a 3-D space is taken images from F
(23) orientations by the same number of cameras fixed on a
mobile frame. Feature points p (p=1,2,.. ., P,) on a subject
must be commonly visible by the F cameras at time I and
are projected onto the points (x,,, (I), y,,, (I)) ( F 1,2,. ..,T) on
the image plane of the,f th (1'=1,2, ..., F ) camera. Correspondence of those projected feature points are examined
among the F images at each sample time I and it is written
into a measurement matrix W (I) of the form
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where the rows represent camera ,f(f=1,2,. . ..F), and the
columns correspond to the feature points.
The matrices W(t) (t= 1,2,. ..,7') corresponding to respective camera (or mobile frame) orientations are merged
into a single matrix of the form

Here the ,f''th row of sub-matrix W (I) corresponds to the
,/"th camera's observation on the mobile frame at time t.
Sub-matrices W (1) (I= 1,2,. . .,T) contain the coordinates of
the projected feature points, whereas the other entries of
matrix M/"" remain vacant. (Static feature points, if any, are
regarded here, for simplicity, as different feature points at
different sample times.) Since the frame motion generally
contains rotation, the obtained matrix Ur" is in this way not
a full matrix and therefore it cannot be factorized. The matrix M/"" is transformed into a full matrix by considering the
subject's relative motion with respect to the mobile frame.
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The idea of the proposed technique is to shift sub-matrices
W ( t ) to an arbitrary camera location at time I in matrix W "'.
This yields an extended measurement matrix W of the form

Obviously this matrix is a full matrix and, after having
been transformed into matrix IF whose entries represent
deviation from the average point of the pro-jected feature
points. it is applied singular value decomposition and other
linear computation algorithms [4]. The matrix
decomposes into camera orientation matrix M and shape matrix S
as follows:
w=M.S.
(4)
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Experimental Results

In order to show performance of the proposed technique,
an experiment is performed in which 8 wide range motions
are captured images by a mobile frame (See Figure 1).
Average speed of sub.jects and recovery errors are shown in
Table I . These sub-jects were sampled on video images
with the interval of 1/15 second, and had 15 feature points.
Employed three video images with respect to Exp.8 are
shown in Figure 2. The motion successfirlly recovered in a
3-D way. With respect to the recovered motion corresponding to image frame I to 27, every six or seven
successive frames were superposed and displayed as illustrated in Figure 3, from which a periodical lnovernent of
the subject can be observed. This is clearer from the tb,!
view of the sub.ject's motion as given in Figure 4. In the
figure, only the sub.jectls head and shoulders lines are
drawn for simplicity. One can easily see that the lines stay
at some locations repeatedly while moving forward. Thus

we can discover periodical motion of the sub.ject from 3-D
recovered images of the motion and, if necessary, the velocity, the period, etc.. can be further computed from the
3-D data.
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Conclusions

A technique was proposed for recovering 3-D wide
range human motions employing mobile cameras. Advantages of the technique were shown in analyzing human
motions as well as the fact that camera calibration is not
necessary in the technique. Instead. a certain amount of
recovery errors cannot be avoided because of the approximation of the imaging by orthographic pro-jection and the
disturbance on the captured images caused by the movement of the image-taking frame. Broader application areas
are expected by the present technique.
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Figure 3. Superposition of recovered images
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Figure 4. Top view of the recovered motion

